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Map orders are special finite connected partial orders. They correspond to 
maps on closed surfaces, and also to certain combinatorial maps in the sense of 
Cori, Edmonds, Jacques, Lehman, Tutte, and Walsh. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the terminology of [l] a (geographical) map is a collection of simply 
or multiply connected regions, finite in number, together with their 
boundaries, which cover just once the entire area of a closed surface. A 
map is a proper map if every boundary point lies on the boundary of at 
least two regions; otherwise, a map is a pseudo-map. Using the language 
of C W complexes, we shall define a map to be what in the old terminology 
would be called a proper map with simply connected regions. 
We rely almost entirely on [2] for results in the theory of CW complexes. 
P is the closed unit n-dimensional disk, and Sn--l, B” are its boundary 
and interior, respectively. We use 6 to denote the open cell 0-d: of a 
(closed) cell o E S, where S is the set of cells of a CW complex X, and d- 
denotes the boundary of 0. Also, either X, S or (X, S) denotes the GW 
complex having underlying set X and cells S. Note that S is a partial order, 
for its cells are ordered by the inclusion relation. A map is a regular C 
complex which is a closed surface. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a regular CW complex which is a to~~~~g~~~~ 
~-ma~~~o~d. Then X is an n-dimensional C W complex and 
(i) for q < n, each q-cell is a face of some n-cell, and 
(ii) each (n - I)-cell is a face of exactly two n-cells. 
This follows directly from the theorem on invariance of domain and 
[2, 111.2.2]. Thus, a map is a compact connected two-dime~siQua~ C 
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complex, and its set of cells is a nonvoid finite connected partial order in 
whose Hasse diagram there are three levels corresponding to O-cells or 
vertices, l-cells or edges, and 2-cells or regions, respectively. The purpose 
of Section 2 is to give necessary and sufficient conditions on a partial order 
that it be isomorphic to the partial order of cells of a map. Such a partial 
order will be called a map order. The conclusion of Proposition 2.4 is 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between (isomorphism classes 
of) map orders and (cellular homeomorphism classes of) maps. 
The concept of map order permits that branch of combinatorics dealing 
with maps to be “developed without appeals to point-set topology.” 
The quoted phrase occurs in 131, wherein W. T. Tutte explains a notion 
of map in terms of a group of permutations acting on a set. In Section 3 
combinatorial maps form a certain class of maps in his sense, and the 
last theorem 3.12 concludes that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between (isomorphism classes of) map orders and (isomorphism classes of) 
combinatorial maps. 
2. MAP ORDERS 
If X is a partial order and a E X, the predecessor set of a is 
Xa = {x E X 1 x < a]. The strict predecessor set X(a = Xa - {a>. Suc- 
cessor set aX and strict successor set a)X are defined dually. An element 
a E X is minimal (resp., maximal) if X(a = o (resp., a)X = .D). An 
element is extremal if it is either minimal or maximal, and it is medial 
if it is not extremal but the other elements to which it is comparable are 
extremal. 
A crown is a nonvoid finite connected partial order in which every 
element is extremal and every element either precedes or succeeds exactly 
two other elements. If a, is a minimal element of a crown C, let b, be one 
of its strict successors; let a, be the other strict predecessor of b, ; let b, 
be the other strict successor of a, ; continuing in this way there must be 
a first m > 1, the width of C, such that a, = a, . It follows that b, ,..., bmPl 
are also distinct. The width of a crown must be at least 2. Call the non- 
repeating sequence (a,b,a,bl .*a b,-,) a representation of C. Clearly, the 
terms of this sequence exhaust C. A term between a, and bmWl is adjacent 
to the terms immediately to its left and right, and we also say a, is adjacent 
to b,-l and b, , and b,-, is adjacent to amel and a,, . Any two represen- 
tations of C differ by an adjacency-preserving bijection. 
A map order is a nonvoid finite connected partial order A4 consisting 
only of minimal elements V, medial elements E, and maximal elements R, 
such that for every u E V (dually, I E R) the strict successor set v)M 
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(dually, strict predecessor set M(r) forms a crown relative to the induced 
ordering. Observe that in a map order every medial element has exactly 
two strict predecessors and exactly two strict successors. The elements of 
V, E and R are the vertices, edges and regions of MY respectively. If A4 
is a map order then the opposite partial order Mop is a map order with 
vertices R, edges I?, and regions V. Note that V, E and R are discrete in 
their inherited orderings. 
LEMMA 2.1. E u R is connected in its induced ordering. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for e, e’ E E there is a 
from e to e’, since every region succeeds at least two edges. 
there is a path in M from e to e’. It can be assumed that this path has the 
form 
eoxlwz **a e,-,x,-,e, , 42.2) 
where e = e0 , e, = e’ and e, E E for 0 -=c i < n. Suppose xi is a vertex. 
Then there is a path from eiel to ei in the crown xJM, so by substituting 
the path in the crown for eimIxiei in Eq. (2.2) we are able to replace 
Eq. (2.2) by a path from e, to e, with 1 less vertex. Repeating this as often 
as necessary yields a path lying entirely in E v 
Two map orders are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as partial orders. 
In the sequel we tend to regard isomorphic map orders as 
I am grateful to the referee who, among ot 
need for the following lemma in the proof of 
LEMMA 2.2, ,S has no proper subspace ~orneornorp~~i~ to itselJ 
ProoJ It suffices to show that a continuous injection f: S + S” is a 
surjection. Suppose f is not a surjection and x E S’ - f(S”>. Since f (Sl) 
is a compact connected subspace of S1 - {xj and the latter is homeo- 
morphic to the space of real numbers, it follows that S is essentially a 
homeomorphism between 9 and a closed interval, which is plainly 
impossible. Therefore, f is a surjection. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If X is a map with cells M then M is a map order. 
Proof. Let V, E and R be the 0-, I- and 2-cells of M, respectively. 
Clearly, M is a nonvoid finite connected partial order, and M consists of 
minimal elements V, medial elements E, and maximal elements R. 
Let Y E R. Since X is regular F is homeomorphic to ils1, and it follows that 
a’ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 for FE = 8. Hence for each 
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D E Z n V there are exactly two l-cells e, , e, C I such that u0 _C e, ; let 
o1 # “a0 be the O-cell to which e,, is attached at its other end; let e, be the 
other l-cell such that e, C 1’ and zii C e, ; continuing in this way there must 
be a first m > 1 and e, E E such that em = e, . By construction, 
C = {vo, e,, fh, el ,..., e,-i} is a crown formed from strict predecessors 
of r. Clearly, K = e, U 0.. u em-1 is a subspace off and is homeomorphic 
to 9. Hence (2.2) yields K = P, and therefore C = M(r. 
Let v E V. By Theorem 1.1 (i) there is r. E R such that v C r, , so there is 
e, E E such that u C e, _C r. . By Theorem 1.1 (ii) there is rl E R such that 
e,)M = {r, , rl>, r. $1 r1 . Since v Z r, there is e, E E such that v C e, C r1 
and e, # el. When this process is continued we must come to a first 
m > 1 and e, E E such that e, = e, . By construction, 
C = Iroy eo, rl, 6 ,..., em-3 
is a crown formed from strict successors to v. Indeed, C = v)M. For, 
in X we may choose a homeomorph U of B2 which contains v but does 
not meet the boundary of the subcomplex L = r, u a** u rmml (this is 
possible because v and the boundary of L are disjoint closed sets and X 
is a surface). Let Q be a cell of X and A = L n (U - {o}) n CT. If A = .@ 
then trivially A is open in 0. If A # ia then there is a cell T of L such that 
+ n (U - (v}) n u # m . But (U - {v}) n (T does not meet the boundary 
of L, so T E C. However, 8 n o # ~zi implies T C u, and so 0 E C, i.e., 
(+ _C L. Therefore A = (U - (u)) n U, which is open in G. Since X has the 
weak topology and u was arbitrary, this proves that L n (U - (u}) is an 
open set in X. Consequently, it is open in U - {v}). Since L is closed in X, 
L n (U - (v}) is also closed in U - {v}. We may conclude that U C L 
since U - (v} is connected. Now let u be a cell of X such that v E U. Hence 
Una # m, and since Una is open in U, we have Un & # m. 
Therefore, G _C L, and we have shown that any cell containing v is in C, 
i.e., C = v)M. n 
Let M be a map order and e E E. A direction for e is a choice of an 
ordered pair, say (e-, e+), of the two vertices es of e. Thus M(e = (e-, e+}. 
Each edge of M has two directions. Given a direction for each edge of M, 
and a representation 
for each M(r, r E R we shall construct a two-dimensional CW complex 
(X, S). The O-skeleton of X is X0 = V. Define 01~ : E x So ---f V by 
ol,(e, & 1) = e* for e E E. Then the l-skeleton of X is the adjunction space 
X1 = V &, (JY x 03, and y, : E x D1 -+ X denotes the natural map. 
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The parity of e/ in r is +1 if e- = vjr and is - 1 otherwise. 
a:R x S”-Xl by 
a(r, eie) = &eJ, +1(&j-) B/r - 2j - I)), 
where &I is the parity of ejr in r, 0 <j < z(r) and 2~j/n(r) < 0 < 
2n(j + 1)/n(r). Then Xis the adjunction space X = X, eJLy (R x P), and 
S is the set of cells 
where q~: R x D2 --+ X is the natural map. 
PROPOSITIQN 2.4. (X, S) is a map and (up to cedar ~~rne~rnor~~i~~~) 
is i~de~e~de~t of the choices of direction und re~resen~~~~o~ used in its 
construction. 
Proof0 Clearly, (X, S) is a finite connected regular CW complex; the 
independence assertion is easy to prove. It remains to show X is a closed 
surface, and for this it suffices to construct for each x EX an open 
neighborhood U, homeomorphic to B2. Since X is two-dimensional and 
equal to the disjoint union of its open cells, there are three possibilities, 
CkJe 1. If x is in the interior of the 2-cell cp(u, 1)“) then Uz = ~(r, 
is an open neighborhood of x homeomorphic to B”. 
Case 2. Suppose x is in the interior 8 of a l-cell ci = vl(e, La”); 
let e)M = (r. , rl> and define Uj C (vi> x D2 for ,j = 0, 1 by 
Then U, = &Yo) u &7,) is an open neighborhoo of x h~meornor~~i~ 
to B”. 
Case 3. Assume x = z, E V. Choose a representation (rOUeOWTICel* ..* 
D emCv)-J for v)M. Inasmuch as X is independent of the choice of represen- 
tations for the crowns M(r, we are free to assume that ik?(rj” is represented 
by (v,ie,jv,je,j ... e&& and that ZQ = v for O < j < 37r(v). Defke 
j 
;; 
= tp’(e,j, Ill) for 0 < j < m(u) and k = ) 1, and define U3 _C {TJ x D” 
Then U, = &YO) w  *.. u cp(el;n(+J is an open neighborhood of v 
~omeomorphic to P. 
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Call (X, S) the map constructed from M. J. R. Edmonds has a similar 
result. See [4, Section 61 for the reference and a detailed discussion. 
THEOREM 2.5. (a) If M is a map order and (X, S) is the map constructed 
from M, then M s S. 
(b) If (X, M) is a map and (xl, S) is the map constructed from M, 
then there is a cellular homeomorphism X w x’. Therefore, there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between map orders and cellular homeomorphism 
classes of maps. 
ProoJ (a) is trivial. As for (b), clearly, X, = X,‘. Let 01,~‘: R x 9 -+ Xl 
be the attaching maps for X, x’, respectively. Since the characteristic 
maps 01~) ol,‘: 9 -+ $ are homeomorphisms for r E R, there is a homeo- 
morphism h: R x S1 ---f R x S1 given by h(r, x) = (IX;’ 0 aTI)( r E R, 
x ES such that 0~’ = 01 o h. There is an extension of h to a homeo- 
morphism H: R x P --f R x D2 given by H(r, aeie) = ah(r, ei6), r E R, 
0 < a < 1,O < 0 < 27~. Since X, x’ are adjunction spaces there is a 
unique (cellular) homeomorphism f: X’ -+ X such that f 0 rp’ = q 0 H 
where y: R x D2 -+ X, $: R x D2 + x’ are the natural maps. 1 
This concludes our characterization of the partial order of cells of a map. 
3. MAP ORDERS AND COMBINATORIAL MAPS 
The maximal chains f = (a < e < r) in a map order M are called 
oriented forms, and F denotes the set of oriented forms in M. There are 
exactly four oriented forms containing the same edge. Given one of the 
four, the others may be obtained by changing only the vertex, by changing 
only the region, and by changing both vertex and region. Define functions 
A, V: F--f F by letting Af be the oriented form obtained by changing 
only the region off, and by letting Vf be the one obtained by changing 
only the vertex. Clearly, A V = VA and A2 = V2 = 1. If f is one of the 
oriented forms with a given edge, then Af, Vf and A Vf are the other three. 
LEMMA 3.1. If v < r in a map order M, then there are exactly two 
edges e, e’ such that v -=c e < r and v < e’ < r. 
Proof. If v < r then r is a maximal element in the crown v)M, so 
v)M contains exactly two strict predecessors for r, and they must be edges 
ofM. j 
Thus, given any oriented form f there is exactly one other form Df with 
the same vertex and region. The function D:F -+ F satisfies D2 = 1. 
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Define G = AD. If SF denotes the group of permutations of F, then 
A, V, D, G E SF . Let square brackets denote the subgroup generated by 
the enclosed elements. Consider the natural action SF x F+- 27 
H C SF is a subgroup then H x P--j P is a subaction. Hfwill denote the 
orbit off under H. In particular, we have the subgroups 
v = [A, D] IE = [A, V] R = [V, D] (3.2) 
contained in the subgroup [A, V, D] = [A, V, 61. 
If x E M let F / x denote the set of oriented forms f such that x E f 
LEMMA 3.3. If v is a vertex and f E F j v, then F 1 v = o/J 
Proof. Clearly, V” _C F 1 D. Assume f = (c < e < r) and let v)M be 
represented by (e,,r,e,r, 1.. rmpl). Let J’ ~10 ( o. There is an i such that 
either j’ = (v < e, < rimI) or f’ = (v < ei < ri). In the former case 
DGi-lf = f ‘, and in the latter case G”f = f ‘. Therefore, f’ E o/J: It follows 
that Vf= Fj 21. 
The fact that the dual of a map order is a map order implies that the 
assertion dual to Lemma 3.3, obtained by interchanging the roles of 
vertices (resp., A) and regions (resp., V) in the statement and proof, is 
also valid. This principle of duality for map orders is a special case of ;he 
principle of duality in category theory. 
RXOPOSTION 3.4. The following holdr 
(i) AfEEIEf, Vf~lEx andQf$EfforfeF; 
(ii) A” = V2 = Dz = 1 and A V = VA; 
(iii) the action [A, V, D] x F -+ F is transitive; 
(iv) WffY n/Vf = 0 forfEF; 
(v) Rfn RAf= 0 forfEP; 
(vi) o/f A Rf = (f, Df j for f E F. 
ProoJ: (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) are obvious, and (vi) follows from 
Lemma 3.1. To prove (iii) it suffices to show that if f E F therr 
F = [A, V, D]jI Clearly, [A, V, D] f _C F. Let f’ E F and assume 
f = (v < e --c r), J’ = (v’ < e’ < r’). y (2.1) there is a path 
%f.Of%Yl .-. e,_,r,_,e, from e = e, to e, = e’, where ei E E and yi E R, 
For each i choose vi E V such that v,, = v, ui < ei, and 8, = z”. 
set fO =f, f’ ==fn8 and define fi’ = (vi < ei < ri-J as well as 
JT = (vi < e, < riWI) for 0 < i < n. Then fi = Afi for 0 < i < n and 
by the dual of (3.3), fi’ E R&, for 0 < i < n, hence f' E [A, V, 0l.K 
It follows that [A, V, D]f = F. 1 
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A combinatorial map F = (F, A, V, D) consists of a finite set F of 
oriented forms such that F is partitioned into disjoint 4 element sets called 
edges, together with permutations A, V and D of F such that if W, IE and 1w 
are defined by (3.2), then (i)-(vi) of Proposition 3.4 are satisfied. Hence- 
forth, these six assertions are referred to as (CMi)-(CMvi). Two combina- 
torial maps F and F’ are isomorphic, F g F’, if there is an edge-preserving 
bijection #: F -+ F’ which commutes with A, V and D. Isomorphism of 
combinatorial maps is an equivalence relation. 
Our definition of combinatorial map must be compared with that of 
map in the sense of [3]. There the axioms are expressed in terms of 
G = AD, and are 
(a) Af~lE!fand Vf~Efforfe: 
(b) A2 = V2 = 1 and AV = VA; 
(I) GA = VG-l; 
(II) Gkf # Af forfgF, kgZ; 
(III) the action [A, V, G] x F + F is transitive. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Every combinatorial map is a map in the sense of [3]. 
Proof. Since (CMi) implies (a), (CMii) implies (b), and (CMiii) is 
equivalent to (III), it suffices to prove that (CMi)-(CMii) imply (I) and (II). 
Evidently, (I) follows from GAG = ADA AD = A. Suppose (AD)lcf = Af 
for some f E F and k E Z. Assume k > 0. By (CMi), k > 1. If k is odd 
the equation has the form D(AD>i(AD>if =J Transposing via (CMii) 
yields (AD>i f = D(AD)i f, contradicting (CMi). If k is even the equation 
has the form D(AD)i AD( f = f, and transposing yields AD( f = 
D(AD)i f, a contradiction since all edges have 4 elements. If k = 0 the same 
contradiction arises, and if k < 0 the same contradictions are derived 
for Af as those above for k > 0 and J Therefore (II) follows from 
(CMi)-(CMii). [ 
Intuitively, a map in the sense of [3] is a combinatorial map if it has 
no loops (CMiv), no isthmuses (CMv), and the boundary of any region 
does not intersect itself (CMvi). 
Let F be a combinatorial map and de6.ne V = {n/f 1 f E: F}, E = {Ef 1 f E F}, 
andR={IWflf~F}.OfcourseF=UE.DefineM=V~E~Rand 
let < be the reflexive relation generated by all ordered pairs of the form 
(VP 4 if vne# 0, 
(e, r) if enr# m, 
(3 r) if vnr# m, 
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where v E V, e E E, r E R. We shall prove that n/r is a map order with 
vertices I$ edges E, and regions R. 
LEMMA 3.6. Iff E v n e then v n e = {f, Af>. 
ProofI Assume f o v n e. Then Af E v n e since both v and e are closed 
under the action of A. Suppose Vf E v n e. Then Vf = zi = W Vf, contra- 
dicting (CMiv). Therefore, Vf $ v n e. Similarly, A Vf t$ v n e. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The relation < is transitive. 
Proof. Assume f E v n e and g E e n r. Then v n e = (f, Aj> and 
e n r = { g, Vg) by Lemma 3.6 and its dual. Since SE e the equality 
e=Efholds, so{f,Af)n{g,Vg}# m. erefore, while both g an 
Vg are in r, one of them is in v, so ~1 < Y. 
Thus M is a nonvoid finite partial order with minimal elements I’, 
medial elements E, and maximal elements R. 
LEMMA 3.8. For every e E E there are exactly IW strict successors 
in R. 
Proof. If e E E then e = Ef for some f E,F;; and so Rf and RAf are 
distinct strict successors of e by (CMv). If e < Rg, then there are four 
possibilities. If either f  or Vf is in Wg then Rg = a;pf, and if either A$ OT 
A Vf is in Rg then Rg = RAf. This proves there are no strict successors 
of e other than Rf and R’AjI 1 
Define G = AD and the order o(f) of an oriented form f to be the least 
positive integer i such that Gif = J? It is straightforward to check that 
o(f) = 4Af), o(W) = Q(S), and [EGY = EGm-iAf as well as 
VGY = VGm-iAf for 0 < i < m, where m = o(f >. 
LEMIVN 3.9. rf f EF, then o/f = [G] f v [Gj AjI ~~n~e~~e~t~y, g E Vf 
$ and only if there is i, 0 < i < o(f) such that either g = Gjf or 
g = G”AjI 
ProoJ: By (CMii) every KE n/f is a product of the form K = DWA” 
where i and k are either 0 or 1 and j > 0. If i = k = 0 then Kf E [Gj f. 
If i = 0 and k = 1 then Kf E [G] Af: If i = 1 and k = 0 then 
Kf = DGjf = G+j-lAf E [G] Af: Finally, if i = k = 1 then Kf = 
DGjAf = Gi+lf E [G] f .  Hence o/f C [G] f  il [G] Af and since the reverse 
inclusion holds by definition, equality holds. 
Letf E Fand m = o(f). Define ei = EGifand ri = LQGif for 0 < i < 17a. 
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LEMMA 3.10. The following hold, where i is reduced module m. 
(i) ripI > ei < ri and if ei < r then either r = ripI or Y = ri ; 
(ii) if v < e < ri then either e = ei or e = ei+l ; 
(iii) ei # ei+l and ri # ri+l . 
Proof. (i) is immediate from Lemma 3.8; (ii) follows from (CMvi); 
ei # ei+l by (CMi); and (CMv) implies ri # ritl . 
PROPOSITION 3.11. A4 is a map order. 
Proof. To show M is connected it suffices to show that there is a path 
in iM joining any two elements of E. Let f E F and let F’ C F be the set of 
oriented forms f’ such that there is a path from FE” to Ei’. By (CMii)- 
(CMiii) it need only be demonstrated that I;’ is closed under the actions 
of A, V and D. If f’ E F’ then the equations EAf’ = Wf = Ef imply 
Af', Vf' EF. If EfXl -.* x&f’ is a path from Ef to Ef’ then 
is a path from Ef to iEDf’ since Ef' > n/f’ < lEDf I. Therefore, 
F’= [A,V,D]F’=F. 
Next, to show v)M is a crown in the induced ordering for all v E V. 
Let v = n/f and m = o(f). Define C to be the set of all elements of the 
form ei = lEGif or ri = RG%jCfor 0 < i < m. Then C is a nonvoid finite 
partial order in which the ei are minimal and the ri are maximal. In fact, 
C is a crown, for by (3.10. i, ii), C is connected and every element either 
precedes or succeeds at least one and at most two elements, and by 
Lemma 3.10 (iii) the number in both cases is exactly two. To prove that 
v)M is a crown it suffices to prove v)iW 2 C, since the reverse inclusion 
holds by definition. Suppose v < e. Assuming e = iEg and choosing 
h E n/f n iEg we have either h = Gay or h = GiAf, where 0 < i < m, 
by Lemma 3.9. Since h E { g, Ag, Vg, AVg} there are eight possible 
equations. Applying lE to each in turn proves that either e = ei or 
e = EGiAf = emVi . Thus e E {e, ,..., e,-,). A similar argument, based on 
the fact that h E v n r implies v < Eh < r, shows that if v < r then 
r E {r. ,..., rm-J. Therefore, v)M = C. 
Dually, M(r is a crown for r E R. The proof that A4 is a map order is 
complete. [ 
If M is a map order let F(M) denote the combinatorial map of its 
oriented forms. If F is a combinatorial map let M(F) denote the map 
constructed above. 
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Tmomd 3.12. (a) -rf M is a map order then ~~(~(1~)~ gg M. (bj Jr 
F is a co~~b~mato~~al map then F(M(F)) g F. Therefore, there is a one-to-me 
correspondence between map orders and ~so~o~~~i~~~ classes of combina- 
torial maps. 
Proof, (a) Define cp: 144 + M(F(M)) by 
dv> = w” where u ES, 
de) = Ef where e ef, 
97(p) = w where 7 E f~ 
It is a routine exercise to verify that g, is well-defined, order-preserving, 
injective, and surjective. Therefore, q is an isomor~hism of map orders. 
(b) Define y!cF -F(iW(F)) by +(f> = (n/s< Ef< Rf). Tl~en 
(CMiv)-(CMv) imply that # is injective, and reposition 3.7 implies that 
I,!J is surjective. Hence z+G is a bijection, and it is elementary to verify tha-t 
$J preserves edges and commutes wit A, V and D. Therefore, $J is an 
isomorphism of combinatorial maps. 
Via Theorems 2.5 and 3.12 we conclude that the topological notion of 
map in the sense of [I 1, the notion of map order, and an important special 
case of the algebraic notion of map in the sense of [3], are essentially the 
same in spite of widely different symbolic formulations. 
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